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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of body boundary has been the subject of much research 

interest for many years. In particular, the work of Fisher and Cleveland 

has taken a prominent role in body boundary research. It is the basic 

premise of these theorists that individuals differ in how they perceive 

their bodies as differentiated.from the environment. In order to measure 

these differences, Fisher and Cleveland have developed a method for meas

uring body boundary definitiveness (Fisher and Cleveland, 1958; Fisher, 

1970). The measurement used by these theorists is based on the number 

of "Barrier" responses that are given to either the Holtzman or Rorschach 

inkblots. A response that emphasizes the protective, decorative, or con

taining attributes of the periphery of the percept is scored "Barrier". 

Examples of responses scored Barrier would include: "person in a fancy 

costume", "man in armor", "man covered with a sheet", "turtle in a shell", 

and nflower in a vase". The total number of such responses given to a 

series of inkblots (the most frequent number of blots presented being 

25) is called the Barrier score. Throughout the numerous studies, it 

has been shown that the Barrier index can be scored quite objectively 

with highly adequate reliability, i.e., test..;.retest, inter-scorer, split

half, and odd-even indices. 

A wide range of experiments have shown that the Barrier index is a 

function of the clarity with which theindividual experiences the bound-
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ary regions of his body (his sk,in and musculature). The fact that the 

Barrier score is anchored in body experience is affirmed by several lines 

of investigation. lt is 1). positively co.rrelatec;l with reports .of the 

relative frequency of sensa~io'Q.S at .. exterior body sites (Fisher, 1970); 

2) positively related to selected memory for words referring to exte.rior 

sensations (Fisher, 1970; Andrews, 1968); 3) apparently influential in 

determining the occurrence of placebo-induced exterior vs. interior symp-

toms (Fisher and Cleveland, 1960; Williams, 1962; Cleveland, Snyder, and 

Williams, 1965); 4) correlated with differential ability to distinguish 

pictures of exter::t.or and interior body regions presented tachis•toscopic-

ally (Cassell, 1966); 5) systematically alterable by.changing the indi-

vidual's usual pat;ems of attention to his body (Fiaher, and Renik, 

1966). More indirectly, the pe1;tience of body phenomena to Barrier has 

been pointed up by :j:.ts correlation with body anxiety, body awareness, 

and exterior vs. interior dtfferences in.physiological reactivity and 

psychosomatic symptom formation. It ·is also a matter of interest that ' . . . . . 

while the Barrier predicts ,tolerance for various types.of stress it has 

been particularly successful in pred:1,cting reactionE1·to stress associ-

ated with the disablement of one's.own body, such as loss of limbs, et~. 

Barrier is probably fhe only index so intimately linked with body re

sponse at many different levels (Fisher, 1971). 

In addition, evidence has.emerged that the Ba1;rier score is posi';" 

tively correlate<;! with a "self-steering" orientation.which embraces in-

terest in achievement, need for task completion, and adaptability to 

stress, pain, and body incapacitation (Appleby, 1956; Winder, 1952; 

Sieracki; 1963'; Nichols and Tursky, 1967). The Barrier score has been 

shown to be negatively cor~elated with measures of yielc;ling, suggesti-
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bility, and hypnotic susceptibility (Fisher and Cleveland, 1958; Dorsey, 

1965). In investigations studying the relationship between Barrier and 

interpersonal variables, it .is found that the Barrier score ·is positive

ly cq.rrelated with being· cotmnunicative and sensitive 1;0 the needs of 

others in small group situations (Clev~+an4 and Morton, 1962; Ramer, 

1963). Along the same lines of research, the Barrier has been found to 

be positively.related to frequency of initiating messages to others iµ a 

group, communicativenes!:I in an interview setting, and acceptance by.other 

group me1p.bers (Rosenbluh, 1967; Frede, Gautney, and Baxter, 1968). The 

person.with clear boundaries f:'.ieems.to ta~e the initiative in group situ

ations and to seek an integrative role. 

Theorists who have:dealt wit}:l the.bounq.ary.concept CQnsider that 

one of.its functions is to modulate incoming stimuli. Stimuli are view

ed as being modifie-d by the boundary during the process of being per

ceived. It has.never been delineated how this process might.occur but 

there are.empirical findings whichhave·demons1;rated significant corre

lations ·between boundary attribut.es and several aspects of sensory input. 

Thus, Fisher (1970) found that the apparent perceptual vividnes!:! of a 

variety of visua~ st~muli was.positively linked with the Barrier index. 

Cauthen (1970), following Fisher's lead, was able to show that Fisher's 

finding held true whenthe apparent vividness·of a series of weights was 

related to the Barrier score. Werthe~mer.and Bachelis (1966) observed 

that the ab±lity tq discern fine color was positively correlated wit4 

the Barrier score~ Twente (1964) rep<;>;-ted.that receptivity to sensory. 

experience upon first awakening in the morning is positively correlated 

with boundary ·definitiveness •. , 

The Barrier score, has shown, itself to be poi;;itively related to, 
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arousal levels in those body 0areas most directly in contact with and in

volved in communication with tQe environment. It _is ·positively linked 

with measure.s of activation of. skin• muscle, and peripheral cir~ulatory. 

systems,. (GSR _and muscle potential). By co11.trastt it is negatively re ... 

lated to indices of internal activation (heart. rate). · From these find

ings it seems that the arousal of "exterior" body layers results in an 

inten~ified "tuning in" on what is .occin;ting in one's .immediate environ-: 

ment. Support;: for this come$ from Lacey (1959) and Obrist (1962) and 

others whose. findings indicate that during the time an individual is 

oriented to receive information from.outside, he manifests heightened 

skin activity and.diminished heart activ:l;.ty, but when his attention ii;; 

turned inward, the physiological pattern is reversed. The above,fiµd-: 

ings· point to .the fact that the more definite an.individual's boundary, 

the.more,sensitive he is to "outet;'" stimuli. 

In considering the·above findings~ one might,question whet:Qer input. 

itself can affect the i:p.dividual's body·boundary structure. Reitman and 

Cleveland (1964) found that sensory isolation decreases boundary defini

ti vene$S · in neurotic male patients and.· ;increases it in schizophrenic 

male pat~ent:s. Silverman (1965); Silverman, and Goldweber (1966); 

Silverman, and Silverman (1967); Silverman, and.Spiro (1968) found shifts 

in boundary definitiveness could be proc;luced be presenting subliminal 

aggressive s titnuli . (through• ,the use of. a tachistosicope) to ma~e SIChizo

phrenics •· Tqe ·. directioq of· tt:ie shi-ft · in boundary was. dependent upot;1. 

wheµ the ,Rorschach task was ,.pre~e~ted irt the experiment. When it was 

the. first·task.given, the peneti--ation scqre·was.significantly reduced 

and the Barrier score remained unchanged. When it was administered, 

later, the Barrier score was.significantly increased and the penetration 
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score showed· no change. , Fisher (1970) found that the following stimuli· 

did not affect.boundary definitiveness in:women: exciting music, re-

la;xing music, a film.containing thet:nes of body mutilation, a film with 

high boring content, a fil~ with exciting content, and an altered visual· 

image of one's .owfr body viewed in a distqrted mirror. S:i,milar findings 

are observed for male subjects. 

Iµ s~m, the Barrier score has been shown tc;, be a very stable meas-

ure. However, since.boundary functioning has been shown to be involved 

in such. a wide variety of phenomena, it seemed to be a worthwhile en-

deavor to examine the situati<;>ns where ,boundary. definitiveness altera-

tions 'might occur. Once aucl;i instances were discovered, procedures for 

reinstituting boundary definitiveness could be-investigated. 

With this view, it was fo.und -that ·Fisher (1971) was able to produce. 

a boundary decrement in.the case where.male subjects :were.required.to 

listen to hostile auditory messages. In .,this particular study, no other 

·b,oundary shifts C:>ccurred when subjecting both males and females to white 

noise, dependency messages, depressive messages 9 and positive reassurance 

messages. In discussing.the· reaulta of.the impact of hostile messages, 

it is Fisher's opinion that males are·not equi,pped to deal with situa.,... 

tions•where hqstile tet;1sions'are aroused .and no adequate way to expresa 

such tensions is provi~ed~ In this-study the subjects were required to 
. . ' 

sit quietly·and w;rite out respons~~ to a series of inkblots while being 

continuou~ly bomb~rded:by ·rather loud.and vivid communications ;about 

doing very hostile things (e. g~, "hate'\ "kill·''; "stab II)~ Implicit in 

Fisher discussion was ,the opinion that-if males ha,d·the opportunity to 

,act on the hostil~ tensions, aroused, the .boundary decrement wou,ld have· 

been minimal, if such.decremeht occurred at all. The preaent study 



evolved from such thinking. 

The present·. expe.riment was dividec;l into two parts. Part I was .an 

attempt to replicate Fisher's (1971) finding of a boundary decrement, 

measured by,the·Barrie:t inclex, in males when subjected to ho1;1tile mes-

sages. As a co~ttol, a second group of .male.subjects were.subjected to 
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"neutral" or non-aggressive messages. Replication was considered neces-

sary since the .Barrier in,dex. has been such a. stable measure over a wide · 

and varied array of input stimuli. 

Part II, Extension, of the stu9y exl(I.Illined Fisher's opinion, stated, 

above, that bpt,mdary decrement results frc;,m the .lack of opport1.,mity for 

males to resolve the tensions elicited by the hostile messages. Three 

pairs ,of hostile message-,-neutral message gtoups were used in Part II, 

with ,the neutral mess.age gtoups serving a1:1 contro+s for the hpsttle mes.;. 

sage grol1,ps. The three pairs of .groups were given the following ti;les: 

1) non:-resolution group, 2) task resolution group, 3) free resolution 

group. 

The non-resolution condition provided the subjects with the.exper-

ience of undergoing boundary decrement. In this condition, the subjects 

heard the.hostile messages of Fisher's study and they were required to 

immediately begin a task.designed.to severely limit the opport1,1nity of 

the subject to act·on the hos.tile thoughts aroused by the messages. A 

somewhat complex· digit~sympol coding task was selected·. for this purpose. 

In contrast to the above group, the task resolution group was de"."' 

signed· to_ provide the ~ubject with :the, opportunity .to a.ct on the hostile 

feelings aroused.during the experiment by providing him with a task that, 

instead·of preventing him, fromacting on his hostile feelings, would 

allow him to meaningfu+ly ventilate;his feelings. The task selected for 



t~is group was an incomplete sentence stem to which the subject is free 

to express his current feelings. · In .Providing such an outlet it was 

hypothesized that t~e subjects of this· group would experience li.ttle or 

no Barrier decrement. The subject$ of this ta;sk resolutiongroup we:i:e 

evenly divided between those who rec;:eived hostile messages and neutral 

or non~hostile messages, 

In a s~milar veirt, the free resolution group provided the subjectE\3 

with an opportunity to bring h:ts,own individualized defenses or methods 

of resolution to the exper:f,.mental situation with no intervening task. 

This was acc;:omplished by providing a significant time gap between the 

time the subjects received the messages.and the time they must respond 

to tqe inkblots, from which a measure of his boundary state was ta~en. 
. . . 
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This time gap was li ter~lly 11 free time"· in which. no experimental demands · 

were made. It was thought that in providing this free time ·the subject· 

would be ~ble tp maintain his·. bounc;lary. definitiveness. 

It cap.be summarized.that.the predictions of.the exper:f,.ment were 

that the.subjects of the non-resolut~on group who received hostile mes-

sages would experience a boundary decrement similar in magnitude to that 

of the Fisher replication, hostile message group. The results of the 

task resolution group would not be significantly different from those of 

the free resplution group, tvith both groups experiencing little.if any 

boundary decr.ement~ It' was. thought th~t these .latter two groups would 

provide the subjects closure in dealing with the stimuli of the messages. 

It .was thought that the stui;ly would provide an. adequate. test of the .. 

Barrier index in gener~l and, more specifically, study an insta-p.ce where 

boundary changes occur and how the boundary might.be reinstituted after 

ch~nges 'had taken place. , 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Subjects 

!he study was ·composed of-80 subjects drawn from the male under

graduate population of Oklahoma State University. The subjects were 

randomly assigned to the eight groups of the study, with 10 Ss in each 

group. 

Apparatus 

The·following materials·were used in the experiment: tape recorder 

with external speaker; taped messages, a) aggressive messages (supplied 

by Seymour Fisher) made up of sucl;i words as. "hate", "kill'', "stab" ••• , 

e~c., b) neutral messages'developed by the experimenter; Holtzman ink

blots, Form ! in sl,ide form, blots 1-25; a carousel slide projector; 

viewing screen; and response sheets for inkblot responses. 

In addition to the above, the following paper and pencil tasks were 

involved, dependent.upon.group. Faf: the.Fisher replica~ion, only ink

blot response sheets .were needed. 

For the nonresolqttion group both Ho.ltzman response sheets and a 

digit-symbol coding t$sk were used. The digit~symbol task was composed 

by .. the experimenter yet· was· not unlike the type of task involved in the . 

Wechsler intelligence tests. To avoid the possibility of interference 

of "practice effects", nine variations of the ,tasks were used. 

8 
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For the task resolution groups a, sente_nce completi,;m task was used. 

This task was taken in.large part, from Rotter's "Incomplete Senctences 

n1ank-'.""Col+ege Form", with four sentence stems-being developed by.the 

experimenter, The stems used i~ the experiment may be.found in Appendix 

B. 

The .free resolution groups required only the Holtzman resp·onse 

sh.eets. 

Procedure 

The experiment was divide<;l into two essential parts. Part I, Repli-

cation, consisted of an attempt to replicate the portion of Fisher's 

(1971) study, "Boundary Effects of Pers:i,stant Inputs and Messages", in

volved with the effects of·hostile messages on male subjects' boundary 

indices. In this ·portiOQ. of the experirt1.ent two ,groups of 10 subjects 

each were used. One group was subjected to hostile messages, while the 

other group was subjected.to neµtral messages. 

It should be noted at this point that the subjects of the study 

were run in groups of up to 10 subjects.per session due to the nature of 

the experimental design (inkblots on slides -and· messages through an ex-

ternal speaker-. from. a tape recorder, and the experimental · space avail..:. 

able). 

Upon el'ltering ~h~ exper:i,.ment:, th,e subject.s were given a short brief

ing which included the standard instructioQs'to the Holtzman inkblots, 

(see Appendix ,C), adapted to slide· presentation. · After the inkblot in-. ' ' 

structioQ. the subjects were.told they would be hearing a taped recording 

over a speaker. 

After the ·above briefing and one pra~;ic~ trial, the following pro-
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cedure was used: The taped·messageswere played for 45 seconds. At the 

end of this initial input the first Holtzman blot was projected on the 

screen, with the auditory messages continuing •. ·· The blot was projected 

for 45 seconds, during which time the subjectsrE!sponded to the inkblot, 

All ,.25 trials of the experiment were· given. in such a manner. 
I . 

Part II, E:ktension, consisted of three groups, 1) non-resolution 

group, 2) task resolution group, 3) free resolu~ion group. · Each of these 

groups was subdivided into a hostile condition (subjects received hostile 

messages) and a neutral condition (subjects received neutral messagesi). 

Each of these subdivisions ha4 10 subjects. 

The procedure for the non-resolution group was as follows: In ad-

dition to.the briefing me,ntioned for Part .r,·Holtzman instructions~ the· 

subjects were told, "Each time the tape ends you are to begin a taslc 

similar to the example before you",· (the example was stapled to the re-

sponse booklet).· ·The standardinstructions'from the Wecq,sler Adult In-

telligence Scale were given for the digit ... symbol task (Appendix C). The 

subjects were told· to continue with the digit,;,.symbol task until signaled. 

by the experimenter. At this time they were shown an inkblot and told 

to respond to the blot in the .booklet. To increase imagery and minimize 

the possible interferring effect~ of others being present, the subjects 

were told to ,close their eyes during the playing of. the taped messages. 

The above instruction period (and one practive trial) was then followed 

by 25 trials of:· /message-30 sec/ digit-symbol task-30 sec/ Holtzman 

irikblot-30/. 

The procE!dure for· the task resoluti.on group was as follows;. '.j:'he 

subjects .. received the·briefing, "You.will be hearing a taped recording 

over the speaker. As you listen to the recording close your eyes. As 
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the tape.ends you are·tocomplete,the sentence in the booklet to express 

your , current· feelings.· Be ·su:i;-e to make. a complete sentence. At _my sig-

nal (the experimenter) you will be shown an inkblot." The standard 

Holtzman,instructions.were.givenfor the blots. Thisbrie.fing and one 

practive tt;'!al .were ,.then followed. by 25 trials ·of: /~essage-30 sec/. sen

tenc~ completi~n-,-30 sec/ Holtzman blot-30 sec/~ 

The procedure forthefree·resolution groupwas as follows: The 

subjects.received.the instructions, "You.will .be hearing a taped record-

ing over the speaker.· As·youlist;en tothe.reco;-ding close your eyes. 

The tape will end and after· s: brief· period of· t:i,me you will be shown an 

inkblot.", The standard Holtzman·instructiqnswere then given. These 

instructions 'and one.practice trial were then followed ~Y 25 trials o~: 

/message-30 sec/ free time-30. sec/. Holtzman blot-30 se~onc;Js/. 

Variables 

After the· experimental pro~edures listec:i above wel;'e carried. out, 

the follo~ing dependent vai:ia.bles were extracted.for analysis: 

A. Group mean Barrier· S!co:res for the, eight. groups. 

B. A con;ent analysis of the Holtzman inkblot responses scqred for 

hog tile ·content (according to· Holtzman' s 11Host:l.lity" scoring system) vs. 

non-hostile content for the 8 groups. 

Ancillary dependent variables examined .. included: 

A. Content analysis of the· sentence completion task of· the task 
• ; I 

resolution group·f~r hostile content (Holtzman system) vs. non-,-hostile 

content. 

B. · Accuracy ·of .the coding task of the noz:i-resolution group, made 

through a 20% rand,om sample. 
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The above variables were extracted by two.scorers, the experimenter 

and a "blind" scorer, with the appropriate reliability checks,being made. 



CHAPTER III 

HYPOTHESES· 

From Part·! of the .experiment the-foll;owing hypotll~ses were '!:ested: 

The ho.stile and neutral message groups would differ in the:j,r me1:1n 

Barrier score and the. mean aggressive content·· scores~- The· hosti.le mes..;. 

sage group~ s 'mean Barrier· score Wb~ld be less than the .neutral message · 

group's. Alsc,;··the·ho$t11e·groo.p'~-mean aggJ;:-essive cont:ent scq,:e ~quld. 

exoE?ed the· neuttal·group's.--T ... tests·for independent samples ~ere used. 

to evaluate the. hypotheses~ 

From Part II ·of the study, the,follo:wing hypotheses were tested: 

1) The mean Barrier scqres of · the two , "resoluti,on" groups ·would 

not -be .significantly q.ifferent from·each other in the aggresS'ive condi-

tion,. but both mean Barrier scores would be s~gnificantly greater than 

the non-reso'lutim) group's mean·. Barrier· score. In other words, the,:e 

would exist. a significant message. x treatment interaction effect. The 

analysis of this hypothesis was ··carried out .in a 3 x 2 ANOV with the 

above planned. compc;'l,risC:1ns · being· made~· 

2) The· dependent variable of· the .aggressive content of tJ;i.e HoJ,.tz.;.. . 

man resp·onses ··:would· show\ a significant ··message x treatment int:eraction 

effect .and a main,mes~age effect,·suc;J;i. that.the mean hostile content o:f 

the ."host.He mes$age"·.groups-would b~ significantly greater than· that of 

the neutral message·groups.· Alao, the hostile cont~nt of-the non-resolu-
- . ' . . : 

t:i,on, host::l.le mess~ge group ~ould be significantly greater·than·the two 
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resolution, hostile m~ssage·groups. 

3) The third hY,pothesis of Part II was.concerned with the task 

resolution group, in which the dependent variable of aggressive content 

of .the sentence completion was.extracted. The hypothe~is tested was 

that·. the aggres~ive content of the hostile message group would be signif

i~antly greater than the neutral message gro~p. In additiotl, it was 

hypothesized tQat the mean Barrier scores o~ these two message.conditions 

would not be significantly different frQm each other. If these two hy

potheses were borne out, it .woulq. lend .considerable. credance to the 

basic premise of·the experiment. That is, an individual would experience 

little or.no boundary decrement in bo4nda:ty definitiveness if he were 

given .the oppdrtrunity to meaningfully ventilate his,hostile feelings •. 

The two aQoye hypotheses were test.ed through the use of "t-test for in

dependent sa~ples". 

4) The·fourthhypothesis.of Part II :was concerned-with answering 

the question, 11Did the su1?ject,s·actually do the task?". For the non

resolutiori. groups, the.e:2eperimenter lt?.okec;l for significant differences 

in the percentage of c9mpleted items and the .accuracy of the coding by. 

means of a 20% random sample. It ·,wa~ hypothesized that if differences 

existe4., they would be in the direction of the ,hostile message group 

co,mpleting fewer it;:ems with less accuracy than the neutral group. For 

the task res~lution group. the e:2tperitnenter lo.eked at the dependent 

variable of frequency of cotnpleteq. sentences, also by a 20% sample, with ; 

the basic .. hypothesia mentiot).ed above,beifig tested. In other words~ if 

di.fferences exis.ted between. the· percentages ·.of. completed tasks ( ax:id 

accurac;.y of the non-resolution group)·it. might -be ,interpreted to. mean 

that the hostile measages had at1..interferring effect on.the sub3ects' 
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abi~ity to perform the requited tasks. Comparisons with the percentage 

of completed tasks of the.neutral message groups were made. 



GR.APTER IV 

RESULTS 

Replication 

The results ,successfully supported Fisher's (1971) finding. In the. 

present study, the.mean Barrier Score.of the hostile message g;i:-oup was 

significantly .less than the neutral message group (t = 3.372, p < .005). 

The means were 1.3 for the hostile message group and 3.8 for the neutral 

message group. Similarly, the hostile content of the inkblot resiponses 

of the.hostile message grqup was significantly greater than.the neut;ral 

message group ( t ·= 3. 229, p < • 005). The mean. for the hostile group was 

16.0 while the mean of the neutral group was 6.1. 

Extension 

The results comparing the .mean Barrier scores of the three experi-

mental groups are depicte<;l in Figure 1. AlthotJgh a significant message 

x t;reatment interaction effect was µot found (F (l, 54) = 1.345, p > ,10) 

[see Table I, Appendix D], the resiults of the planned comparisons indi-

cate that; the "task resolution group" and the "free resolution group" 

were.not signif:i.canpy different from each other (t = .6266, p > .10), 

but were significantly greater than the "non-resolu.tion group" (t = 1. 85, 

p < • 05) when comparing the hostile message groups. The means for the 

hostile message groups were as follows: "task resolutiori.1' = 2. 4; "free 

resolution"= 2.9; "non.,..resqlution'' = 1.5. The·mean Barrier scores. for 

16 
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the neutral message groups were: "Task resolution"= 2.4; "Free resolu

tion"= 3.3; "non-resolution"= 3.1. These results support the hypothe

sis that a subject's Barrier score will undergo a decrement.if he is sub

jected to a hostile situation with no opportunity to respond in a mean

ingful manner to the hostility. 

With regards to tqe variable of aggressive content.of the inkblot 

responses, it .was found that a signifi~ant message effect existed 

(F(1 , 54) = 4.88, p < .05) [see Table II, Appendix D]. The mean for the 

hostile message groups was 11.133, while the mean for the neutral mes

sage groups was.6.133. Among tqe hostile message groups, the planned 

comparisons revealed .the hostile content of the "non-resolution" group 

was significantly greater than the two ."resolution" groups (t (1. 54 ) = 

2.42, p < .025). The mean of the hostile message group.were; "non-res

olution" = 16. 599; "task resolutic:m" = 8. 00; "free resolution" = 8. 80. 

Se~ Figure 1. 

The·results comparing _the'hostile content of t}:l.e completed sentences 

of the "task resolution" groups show tl;iat the hostile message,group pro-,. 

duced a significantly greater number of aggressive themes in their sen

tences than the neutral message group (t·= 3.4665, p < .005). The mean 

for the hostile message group was 5.3, while the mean for the neutral 

message group was .90. Also, it waE! found that the mean Barrier scores 

of .two message·condit:ions.pf the "task resolution" groups were identical 

(X = 2.4). These results, together with the finding above on the dif

ferential increE;tse of hostility in the inkblots of the "hostile'""task 

resoluti.on group, that the: nature of the ti:lsk is an important feature 

in maintaining an irdividual's Barrier when he is subjected to hostile 

messages. 
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It·was found that the level of accuracy of the digit-symbol task of 

the "non-resolution" groups was consistently high across both message . . . 

conditions, with the subjects making no more than 0.5% errors for any 

one.subject. Similarly, it was found that every sentence completion 

task was attempted except for one subject in the hostiJ,.e message group. 

Perhaps in this one cas.e the hostile messages had .an interferring effect 

on the subject's ability to perform the required task. The above accur-

acy checks were made by random 20% sample in the case of the "non-resolu

tion" groups and visually inspecting all of the .sentence completion 

tasks. 

Inter-scorer reliability measures for all other variables were made 

through the use of two sc~res, the· experimenter and a "blind" scorer 

taking a 20% sample. As with Fisher's findings (re: all Fisher studies 

cited) the inter-scorer reliability of the Barrier inde~ was high (r = 

.92)'. The reliaqi1ity of the aggressive content of the inkblot responses 

and the sentence_completiqn were also high (r.= .89 and r = .85, respec-

tively). 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION · 

The purpqse.of the study was twofold. The first portion of the ex~ 

per:l,ment was. an attempt at. replicat:i,.ng Fisher's (1971) finding that a 

boundary decrement occurs in males if they are continuously subjected to 

hostile auditory messages. This replication was successfully achieved~ 

In that the Barrier index has been found to be a relatively stable per-

sonality meas\J,re over a.wide range of situations, this replicated.finding 

is particularly important. As an additi~nal control to Fisher's (1971) 

procedure, a neutral. or non-aggressive message group was -used. In con-,. 

trast to the hostile message grot,1p, the individuals of this grqtip exper-

ienced.no boundary·decrement. These findings seem to support Fisher's 

contention that·males are nqt equipped to deal with situations where 

host:i,.le tensions are aroused with no adequate way to respond to such 

tensions. 

Part-II of the study was an attempt to discover ways which might 

"equip" t;he .male.subjects with a means -of dealing with the hostile situ-. . 

ation of the-experimen;. It was .. found that if subjects ai::e exposed to 

hostile input and then are reguired to perform a somewhat te.dious digit-

symbol task which requires cqncentration, a boundary decreme,nt was ·re

flected.in the inkblot .responses. This result is interpreted to mean 

that the -digit-symbol task of,this"non-resolution" group interferes 

with tqe sul;>ject's ability ·tp deal.with the hostility aroused by the, 

20 
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auditory messages. This is analogous to the persistent hostile input:of 

the Replic~tion. It will be noted that the subjects who listened to 

neutral messages and then performed the digit-symbol task·did not,show a 

decrease in boundary definiteness. In other words, the digit-symbol 

task in this case·was ~ot.interfering with the subjects' coping with non-

hostile signals f I'.om his environment. However, thi.s was the. case where 

the input was hostile in nature. The high impact of aggressive stimula"'.'" 

tion on a"Q. individual's functioning demonstrated elsewhere (Silverman, 

et al. 1964~1969; Fisher, 1970).is once again seen in the present study. 

In contrast ·to the inter:f;erence o:f; the digit-symbol task of the 

"non-resolution, hostile message group", a sentence completion task and 

"free time" were in the two "resolt,ition" groups. It was hypothesized 

that the sentence completion task would allow the subjects to vent:i,late 

the tensions due:to·the hostility of the tapes and in so doing, maintain 

t.heir boundary .structure. A somewhat simil~r line of rea~oning was. used 

in the '''free resolution''. grO\,J.p where th,e subjects were not required to 

perform a ta.sk but merely wait for a. spectfied period of time unt:U the 

inkblots were presentE!d. This procedure.allowed the members of this 

group to deal with the hostile situation in their own idiosyncratic . : . 

method of boundary.maintenance. Also the sentence completion tas~ would 

provide an adequate control for the differences in task discrepancy,be-

tllteen the "non-resolution'' groups and the· "free . resolution11 groups. • The 

sentence completi.on task provided an equivalence with the non-resolution 
. f • 

group, in providing filled time of permitt;ing the specification of the 

effect to be due to the non-resolution aspects ,of the digi~-symbol task. 

The results of the study ·show that the two ,resolution groups who 

received hostile messages'were no; significant~y different from each 
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other in mean Barrier scores but were significantly higher in Barrier 

score than the .hostile "non-resolution" group. The notion that the sub

jects were in some way successfully working off the hostility in t~e sen

t~nce completi~n task is given support from two sources. First of all, 

it was found.that the hostile content of the inkblot responses of the 

"non-resolution, hostile message" group was significantly greater than 

the two "resolution, hostile message'' groups. Secondly, the hostile 

content. of the "task resolution, hostile'' group was significantly great

er than the hostile content of the "neutral, task resolution" group and 

yet. the .mean. Barrier· scores of th,.e two messages conditions were identi

cal. · These results ·seem to inqicate that the subjects of the two resolu

tion groups h~d effectively dealt<t-1:i,th the tensions aroused.by the hos

tile messages by the-time the inkblots, were presentad whereas the .sub

jects. of the "non-resolution" group had to "wait'', due to the nature of 

t~e digit.-symbol task, in coping with the situation until _the presenta

tion of the inkblots. It _is this wait·period that permitted the detec

tion of the Bound~ry decrement befo~e they resolvec;l the effects.of the 

hostile messages. This is analogous.to the situation of the Replication 

where the subjects were permitted no time to deal with t4e aroused hos

tile tensions. This analogy seems ,to be. quite strong, especially when 

comparing the mean Barrier scores of the. two hostile grqups (1. 3 for the 

ReplicB;tion group· apq L 5 for the hostile ''rion-resolutionu group) and 

the hostile content.of the inkblot responses (16.0 for the Replication 

grou,p and 16.59 for.the hostile "non-resolution" group). However, it is 

not the "wait" per s~ that elicited the.above effects but rathe~ the 

hostHity and.its unresolved effects ,that yielded the Boundary decrement, 

It ·should.be noted that when c<;>mpared wi1:h other studies using the 
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Barrier index, the mean number of Barrier responses in the present study 

appears to be lower than in other studies using similar subject popula

tions (college males) and method of administration (group) (Goldfried, 

Stricker, and Weiner, 1971). At this point, the reason for these seem

ingly low scores is not clearly evident. Clues to this situation no 

doubt lie in·the fact that a rather cqnservative scoring of Barrier re

sponses was.carried out~ Conservative to the point that where the re

sponse was questionabJe with regard to fitting the criteria for Barrier 

that response was. dropped from consideration.. This approach was. under

taken to make the Replication as difficult to achieve as possible, there

by increasing the strength of the resuJ,ts if found to be significant, 

Additio.nal clues to the low Barrier scores might lie in an exploration 

in the effects of the rather regimented procedure in which time to re

spond to th~ blots, complete a task (in some groups), and listen to a 

recorded message were carefully monitored. Such a p-rocedure may have 

been a debilitating facto:t:' irt all groups including the so~called "neutral 

message" groups. Another variable to be explored is the possible nega

tive effect of physical crowding in the laboratory. In some instances, 

(the number of subjects per session varied) as many·as ten subjects were 

crowded into a rather small room. It.will be noted that in Fisher's 

(1971) study the subjects were handled singly, The possible effects .of 

the above vatia.bles require further investigation before a more defini

tive statement can be made. 

One theoretical framework that especially fits these results in 

Fritz Perls' Gestalt theory, In his book, Ego, Hunger, and Aggression 

(194 7), Perls delineates· the· process. whereby the individual responds. to 

tension arousing situations through the cyc],e of organismic balance. 
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Perls defines .the six-step cycle as follows: 

1. The organi~m at rest. 

2. The disturbing factor, which may be 

a. An external·disturber--a demand.made upon.us or, an it1ter, 

ference tha;.puts .us on the defensive. 

b. An internal disturber--a need which has gathered enough 

momentum to strive for gratification and requires 

3. The creation of a mental·image or external reality (perception 

of disturber). : 

4. The answer to the situation, aiming at· 

5. A decrease in tension-.-achievement of gratification or compli~ 

anc~ with the·demands resulting in 

6. The return of the organismic balance. 

The procedure·of the present study of the two hostile resolution 

groups provided a.means whereby the subjects could respond to the "ex-. 

te.rnal disturber"~ the .hostile tapes.(which put the subject "on the c;le-

fensive'') in such a way ai;; to cqmplete the holistic f~n,ction and return 

to organismic 1balance, i~e., maintaining boundary structure. 

The members .of the two .resolution groups who li.stened to "neutral 

messages" also ma::(.ntained their boundary composition due largely to th.e 

condition that the neutral tapes produced no discernible disturbance. 

This, however, was. not th.e case for the "non-resolution", group who 
I ,. ' 

listened to hostile messages and. then were required;to perform the digit-

symbol task. As with the other ho.stile message groups, these subj~cts. 

were alsQ "disturbed'.' by the hostility of the tapes. But because of the 

interference of the digit~symbol task, they were pqt able to precede in 

the .cycle,;t:o "achieve an answer to the hostile situation (Step 114)." 
l 

.; '? 



Therefore no reduction in tension was achieved which breaks the cycle 

and.does not allow the return to "organismic balance". 
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One might think' of the digit-symbol task as an experimentally"".in

duced avoidance mechaniam which ,prevents the· integration of the hositility . 

by the subjects. More·· speciftcia+ly, the avoidant nature of the digit

symbol task may be likep.ed to that.of an obsessive defense mechanism. 

Perls reminds.us.that "The disadvantage_of 'avoidance' is the impairment 

of the holistic function. · By avoidance, our spheres .of action and our 

intelligence disintegrate. Every.contact, be it.hostile or friendly, 

will -increase our spheres,. integrate our personality and by assimuiation 

contribute to our.faculties, ••• ,as long as there is a chance to master. 

it.11 (Perls, 1947, p. 64-65). 

The digit-symbol task-,can also be thought .of as functioning similar

ly to Silverman' a subliminal presentation of stimuli, .i.n that such pres

entation prevents the subject from dealing with input. Ac~ording to 

Silverman and Perls' concept of 11most urgent need", the aggression arous

ed by hostile input, needs in some.way to be dealt.with and discharged. 

This, however, cannot take place when the subject .must -perform the digit

symbol task. 

What then is the effect o'f; impairment of the holistic funct.io~, 

when the .perscm "alie,;lates" himself. from the anxiety aroused irt the hos

tile situation? Perls stated "Every inhibition and repression narrows 

down the Ego-boundaries" (Perls, 1947, p. 142). This may be what.is re

flected in the exper:i,mental situation .where tt was found t4at the hostile 

"non-lresolution" group~s body·boundaries, as reflected in decreased Bar

rier scores, were dit11:i;.nished. The• above· is based on the assumpt:i,.on that 

ego boundary can be equated with body boundary. To Perls, " ••• only the 
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boundaries, the places of contact, constitute the Ego. Only where and 

when the Self meets the "foreign" does the Ego start functioning, come 

into existence, deterrtJ.ine the bounc;lary between the personal and the im-

personal "field" (p 143). Perls also attributes an integrative function 

to the Ego, 

The Ego, in a kind of administrative function will con
nect the actions of the 'whole' organism with its foremost 
needs; it calls,·so to speak,. upon those functions of the 
whole organism which are necessary for the gratification of 
the most urgent.need. Once the organism has identified itself 
with a demand; it stands as wholeheartedly behind it as it is 
hostile towarc;ls anything ,alienated (p, 145), 

To Fisher and Cleveland (1958) 

Thus the boundary may be concept~lized as playing an im~ 
portant role. in maintaining homeostasis .in the course of the. 
individual's ,psyc}:lological transactions with the world. It.is 
a projection of certain assumptions about life to an area of 
behavioral space which separates the .individual from what is 
'out.there' (p. 365). · 

It is also fot,1nd that Fisher and Cleveland do not define the body-image 

boundary in absdlute terms, 

We consider that our work hcJ.S established for body-image · 
concepts a more substantial place in personality theory, It 
is paradoxically true that,we have almost taken the "body" out 
of "body-image" by p_ostulating that the body-image boundary 
does not really mirror the·actual properties of the body sur
face, but that it is rather a representation of attitudes and 
expectance systems which have be·en projected onto the body 
periphery~ •• Within our frame of reference, body image is most 
mea:p.ingfully viewec;l at a.level which takes off from the fact 
that the body has a spec:1,.al position in theperceptual field 
insofar as it is both a perceptual object and also intimately. 
close to the central personality systems (p, 367)0 

While these theorists speak.in somewhat different terminology, they 

are addres1:1ing the same psychological phenomenon. 

What then are the effects of narrowed body-boundaries (ego-bound-

aries)? Althot,1gh not examined directly in the present study, we can 

again look to Fisher and Cleveland and Perls for possible answers, To 



Perls such 'avoidance' and subsequent shrinking of Ego-boundaries dis

rupts the organismic balance of the individual which is accompanied by 

anxiety and in extreme cases, a neutrotic means of coping. Therefore, 

the present study might be considered as an experimental analogue for 

Perls' conc?ption of the genesis of neurosis, 
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To Fisher and Cleveland an individual with an ill-defined body

boundary·is one that is less able to withstand stressful situations as 

well as those.with more definite boundaries. Similarly, such a person 

who feels .poorly differet1tiated from the 'outside' would be more likely. 

to seek stabalization through a tendency toward isolation and restrict

ing proscription (1958, p. 366). This sounds.much like Perls' concept 

of "alienation". The author feels .that . the psychological correlatea of 

Barrier decrement is ·an area that. requires further research •. 

The role of hostility in Perls' theory is an integrative one. Just 

as food must be taken in,·destroyed, and finally assimilated; so also 

must the experiences of the individual be broken down and integrated if 

he is to develop and continue personal growth, That is one must assimi

late his experiences, ''make them his own", before he may.profit from 

them, These.experiences,·unless properly "destroyed" and assimilated by 

the individual, may block future growth. 

Along similar lines, it is interesting to note that when the sub

jects of the present study were not permitted to assimilate the.stress 

of the hostile messages, they expertenced a decrement in body boundary. 

(As has been pointed out elsewhere.the body boundary cqncept is closely 

related theoretically to the concept of ego boundary.) The results of 

the study are found to.be in.accord with the predictions that follow 

from Perls' concept of ego-functioning. It is also of interest to note 
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that, in both 'the pre~ent study and in previous research with normal 

subjects, only hostile input seems to produce this disturbance of .ego

funct;ioning. The seemingly.very specific effect of hostile input is an 

area warranting further research. 

Perls is the- only major theorist who assigns·, hostility the func..

tion of ego-boundary formation.. The experimental literature (Fisher, 

1971) has found that the specificity of hostile impulses that are not 

permitted expression produ~e Barrier decrement. This convergence of 

theoretical and empirica], findings lend credenc~ to Perls' conception 

of.the specific relationship between,one's aggressive impulses and the 

maintenance of ego boundaries. 

The resu;ts ,of the pre~ent.study suggest some interesting therapeu

tic questions.and·implications. Fi!fst; of all, if free time helped the 

subjects maintain their boundary struct;ure, then why do neurotics not 

improve with the .mere passage of time?· Although the_orists might .answer 

somewhat differently, most'would agree.that the neurot;ic's idiosyncratic 

method of dealing with hostility includes ·ineffective defenses which do 

not permit expression of hostility. This brings up a question of thera

peutic strategy. Would.one help.the pat;:ient by increasing his-hostile 

te.nsions to·~ poip.t that would· override his defensive balai,.ce to then 

permit expression? 

Two noted therapists employ a style of interaction with the:f,r 

patients that do just.this. The late Fritz Perl$ used a confrontative 

al!.d frustrating style intentionally to anger his patients. The expected 

result was ,to have patients ·.express their. anger and. confront, rather 

than avoid, their conflicts~ Albert·El],is'·style is to directly contra

dict a pat:f,ents irrational belief. The effect·of this technique is that 
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it frustrates the patient; although Ellis would not see this as curative. 

Tl~erefore, this rationale of increc!-Sing hostile tensions. as part· of a 

therapeutic strategy.is presently in use ,by some contemporary psycho

therapists. 

Along similar lines, the level of unexpressed hostility, present 

in a person prior to any hostile inducement procedure, might influence 

the degree of ego~boundary enhancement following expression. This ques

t:i.on requires further researth and might -lead to important therapeutic. 

applications and possible·restrictions on the use of a.confrontative 

style in therapy. 
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APPENDIX A 

LITE~TURE REVIEW 

Rorschach As A Personality Test 

As ·the present experiment revolves,about the use of ~he Barrier in

dex obtained from inkblots, the review of the literature will begin.with 

a discussion of the. problem of evaluati_n.g :i,nkblot techniques. 

Since Herman-Rorschach first pu~lished his monograph, "The Form. 

Interpretation Test'", in 1921, the Rorschach has become one of the most 

heavily researched and most disputed instruments to appear ?n the psy-

chological scene. Since its introduction, the -Rorschach has unquestion

ably generated research. To date, the nu.mbe.r of publications on t}:le 

Rorschach has gone well beyond the 3000 mark. 

"Despite all'theresearch, most psychologists seem to remain in one 

of two camps: believers or non-believers ,11 (Goldfried, et al., 1971). 

The reasons for this split are varied, to be sure, bqt seem to cl:,uster 

around the question o:f the .Rorschach's "validity". A good deal of this 

controversy seems to be perpetu,!;lted by the unsystemic approach which has 

been taken in the attempts to validate the Rorschach. This lack of di-

rection in research may be attri~uted to tl).e very elusive nature of the 

question that has been asked a~out the.Rorschach. · "Is the Rorschach 

valid?" approaches to the evah.i.ation of .the Rorschach have. been guided 

by.this rather global question and too much room has c?nsequently been 

left for variability as to what b actually being ijSlced • 
. · . ' ·' . 
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Iµ the past, the classic analqgy about projective tests in general, 
~:~. ·: .. 

1:Ln& the· Rorschach in partic1,1lar, was that they were. like psychological 

X-rays~·,· ':e:rojectiv.e tests were seen as bei11g the ideal method for bypass'.'" 

ing an individual's defenses and inhibitions and getting information as 

to what he is "really" like. Few today would hole this view, but con-:-

Un~ing with the analogy will make a useful point. If one.had occasion 

tq question the validity of the x-.ray ·itself, any technician would read-

ily ~dmi t. that:. his device is usefu+ only for certain purposes; clearly 

x~rays are.not able to measure everything under the skin. The implica-

tion for the .Rorschach seems obvious.. And yet it seems at times those, 

questioning the validity of the Rors~hach make such a requirement. If 

this is the job of the Rorschach, to measure everything psychologic~l 

about a person, it will never be shown to be "valid". The job of meas..;. 

uririg such a global concept as,"persona+ity" is likely too large for any 

test, let alone one made up of only · ten inkblots_. 

Goldfri.ed; et al. (1971) suggest that rather than focusing on the 

interpretive significance of isolated aspects of a protocol (such as the 

hypothesis that a high F% indicates ·constriction), a more meaningful and 

yet manageable way to approach·the validity question is to use the per-:-

sonality character:i,.stic, and, not,the test, as the point of departure. 

In other words, the ·relevant validity question which should be asked is: 

"What.is the Rorschach valid !.2:£_?". 

u,rris (1960)·expressed a very-similar orientation to the problem 

of Rorscqach validity: 

The search for validity ,of personality descr;lption from. 
Rorschach data seems; then, to ·require not .so .mu.ch the split
tit1,g_ a_part of primary tra:i,.ts or te11dencies into .infinitesimal 
uni~s,.,as a.con,ael:Jiativ.e. reF1:1nt1m;i af..,largflr _q·~~:ts ,(:which 
.may cha:Q,ge. w:ith .. the d.e.velopfu.e.nt. o.f ... t1.:).e0i:.yl .and an empirical. 
spec:i,.fication of tl;le major environmep.tal situations· in which 
these trollits ,usually express themselves (:p. 414). 
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In a~king what the Rorschac;:h ·,is valid for, the kinds of questions . 

whic~ need t;:o be asked are as follows: "Can the Rorschach be useful in 

predicting success in.psychotherapy?", "Is the. Rorschach a valid ind:Lca

tor of homosexuality?"~ "Is the Ror·schach ,a good measure.of a person's 

defensive style?, "Is the Rorschach a good measure of degree of hostil

ity?"~ One· can continue tQ pose as many quest:f,.ons, as the,re are use~ for 

the .Rorschach. · The list of su¢h questions ,will undoubtedly grow, "yet 

it is by asking theae specific questions that we shall·determine those 

areas in which the.Rorschach may.and may not be validly ·applied (Gold

fried, et al.,· 1~71, p. 5)". 

By.the reduction of the larger question of Rorschach validity to 

questions of validity in specific areas 9 the vagueness of !!h!! is being 

measured is reduced, but by no means eliminated. The reason for some. 

continuation of ·this vagueness is th~t the nature (either behaviorally 

or theoretically) of many of the const.ructs which the Rorschach is pur.,.. 

ported to measure are themselves often loosely defined. This is perhaps 

the Cl:!,Se in using Elizur's (1949) ·· approach in scoring for anxiety. How

ever, not a+l areas of Ror~cha.ch applic~bility involve this problem of·· 

definition. lnsome ~pproa.cbes, the definition of the construct being 

measured is delirteat;ed .be.tte.r by .theocy. An example ,of this approach·· 

would be Friedman's (1953) scoring for d~velopmental level, in which .the 

·. defini~ion of. the c(?nstruct · comes directly from Werner's (1948) theory 

of developmeI).t:. · II), still' other Rorschach .approaches that which is being 

measured is .defined behavierally. · Thus~ if one scqres .the Rorschach for 

su.icicle indic~tors, the questi.on e:f wh~t is being measured is less :likely, 

to involve problems of definitio~. 
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The Holtzman.Inkblot Technique. 

Since the present study used the Hei>ltz~n Inkblot Technique as its 

primary measurement, a brief desaription of the evolution and use of the 

technique·will be given. 

An extensive program for research was begun in 1954 at the Univer

sity of Texas to overcome the psychometri~ limitations in the Rorscha,;:h. 

by constructing completely new sets of inkblots. "The objective was to 

develop an inkblot test-comprised of two alternate, interchangeable 

forms, each of which would contain many more inkblots tq.an the Rorschach 

(Holtzman, et al.; 1962). 

A-professional artist ,helped to .construct thousands'of inkblots 

varying in symmetry~ form, color, and ,shading. Experimental test ,forms 

were assembled and standardized responses to 135 of the more promising 

blots ·were obtained from both psychotic patients in mental hospitals and 

normal adults. Unlike .the Rorsch.ach where the person is free to give 

as few or as many resp~mses _to each blot as he wishes, the instruction 

encouraged the ~ubject to give only one response per blot, thereby re

ducing variation in the number of responses to a minimum. The subjects. 

were.asked to look at each inkblot and tell what it might look like, 

what it might-represent, or what it,could be. After three years of de

velopmental research, the final forms of the Holtzman Ink~lot Technique 

were constrt,1cted by taking the .best inkblots.and arranging them in two 

~ets each containing 45 blots. The resulting Form.A and-Form,B are. 

strildngly similar,· as~uring their interchangeability as parallel forms· 

of the same test. 

Standardized inkblot r~cords were.obtained.for over fourteen hund

re4 cases ,in populations ranging from.five-year-:old normal children to 
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superior adults, from mentally retarded individuals, to chronic schizo-

phrenic pat~ents. Psychologists in universities and.hospitals through, 

out,the United States participated in the:project by collecting proto-

cols and other relevant information from care~ully defined populations 

of individuals. ~n so,me instances,it was possible to administer the 

technique twice, using the alternate.form for t~e second administrat:f,.on. 

Tl;le time between test and.reteEit sessions varied from one week to one, 

year, permi tti.ng rather broad generalizations about the equivalence of 

the two.forms and the stability ,of inkblot scores over t:l,me •. 

The scoring system developed for the Holtzman Inkblot Technique in-

cluges .twenty-two di~ferent variables tha.t cover many aspects .of an. 

individual's response, to a1;1 inkblot. The·more important scoring systenis 

for scqring the.Rorschach were carefully taken into account in'.defining 

these variables so.that ;most Rorschac}J. scores c9uld.be easily d~rived 

from the b~dc elements in them. Several criteria played a.prominent 

role in the formulation of variables for the scoring system. First, the 

variable had to be one which could. be scored for any legitimate response, 

IIUilking i~ at least theoret:l,cally·possible for a score to range·from zero 

to 45 when given unitary weight.; Second, the variable had to be ·suf;fic~ 

iently ob~ective to permit .high scoring agreement among tr~ined scorers. 

Third, the variable and to show some. 'a priori' promise of being per-

tinent t:o tl)e study of personality through perception. And fourth, each 

variable.had to be logic,lly independent of the others whenever possible . ' ' . . 

in order to code the maximum amount of information in the most flexible, 

efficient manner. Tp~ twenty-two variables are summarized in the 

Append.ix E. 

Inter-scorelI' consistency for."highly trained scorers is usually 
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high, characteristically varying between hi.gh .80 's to .98. The best 

estimates of reliability in the traditiot,.al sense of internal consistency 

are. those based on. the sp,lit""'.ha:lf method •. Regardless of the population 

studied, Reaction Time, Rejection, Location, and From Definiteness have. 

uniformly high reliability (.88 - .97). The reli~bility of measurement 

within the abnormal populations is likewise high for Form Appropriate

ness~ Color, Shading, Movement, Pathognomic Verbalization, Human, and. 

Animal (.78 - .88). Only seven variables--Space, Sex, Abstract, Balance, 

Anxiety~ Penetration and Popular--yield estimates of reliability that 

are generally low (.51 - .66). In most cases these latter variables are 

too skewed and truncated in distribution to permit. adequate estimates. ·. 

The thirc;l kind of reliability· estimate rqutinely obtained is the. 

test-retest stsb~lity·of scores ove~ a specified period of time, using 

alternate forms of the.inkblot technique.for tl).e two sessions. Most·of. 

the correlations for an interval of one week are moderately high, rang

ing from .39 to .88 (typically .60's and .70's). Similar results were 

obtainec;l in other samples with:intervals up to one year.between testing 

sessions; indicating sufficient stability through time· for most of.· the 

inkblot variables to justify their use in prediction studies. 

Three general methods have been employed in answering the que~tion 

of validity of the.Holtzman Technique, First, inter-correlations have 

been computed among the 22 inkblot variables and factor analyses have 

been carried out for all standardization groups to determine the common 

dimensions underlying inkblot perception and how they may differ in 

patterning from one population to another. Second, some of t4e external 

correlates of inkblot variables have·been determined.and used as a basis 

for testing earlier hypothesis taken f~om the Rorschach, as well.as pro-
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viding data bearing: upon interpretat:i,.on o:f personality.. And Third, nu

merous significant differences among well defined samples were extracted 

which shed further light on the meaning of inkblot variables while also 

providing a basis for psychodiagnosis of the individual. For a further 

discussion of the question of inkblot technique validity, refer to sec~ 

tion I of this review. 

Body Image, Boundary, and Barrier Response 

One construct that has been te~ted through the use of the Rorschach 

and the Holtzman inkblot tec~niques is that of body-image and body bound

aries. The: concept of; body-image hSiS found a significant .place in the 

formula~ionabout personality both by theorists.who emphasize the im

portance of ,early experience and by. tho,se who. stress the impact of the 

current situation. Whether the discussion centers about the infant try

ing to separate himself·· from the: external world and learning what is 

part of him and what belongs to others~ or whether it is concerned with 

the exist.ent:i,al immediacy of current situations, body.,.image is .of 

crucial importance. 

Fisher and Cleveland (1958) have devised a system for scortng the 

Rorschach in a manner they feel sheds light on the individual's .body. 

image. ParticQ.larly, the system attempts,to describe the body boundaries 

according to whether they are"firm" and "substantil;l,111 or, on the other 

hand, ''weak" and easily "penetrable". 

Fisher and Cleveland's interest in the body-image boundary dimen

sion began with their.study of the personality of patients with rheuma

toid arthriti·s (Fisher and Cleveland, 1955). At that· time, they noted 

that the .Rorschach responses of .these patients wer~ characterized by a 
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number of unusual references.to the boundary qualities of the percepts. 

From these obser'\rations,, Fisher and Cleveland developed a scoring system 

for the "Barrier" quality of Rorschach responses. (Fisher and Cleve

land's scoring E1yst·em was later adopted by Holtzman in the development 

of the Holtzman Inkblot Technique.) Initially this Barrier quality 

seemed to have been somewhat negative, in that the implication was.that 

these patients were rigi4 both in their personality and their conc~ptions 

of their body. However, this negative implication very quickly dropped 

out ·and theorizing about .. the high Barrier person .has become quite posi

tive. The theoretical system sees .an individual's b(,)dy image a~ being a 

reflection of the type of object relatiqns he has.been able to establish. 

That is, people with high Barrier scores are seen as having formed sub

stantial images of their own bo.dies and as being capable of dealing with 

others from this locus of a firm, well-integrated self-image. Being se

cure within their own homebase, so to speak, they are able to deal with 

people and situations in a commanding, well-integrated, effective manner 

(Cleveland and Mortin, 1962; Frede, Gautney, and Baxter, 1968; Ramer, 

1963). Conversely, those individu~ls with lowered Barrier scores are 

seen as having unfirm, easily penetrable body images, and, as ;a result, 

deal with others from this weakened position. 

This physical referent for an individual's conception of his body

image boundary is not clearly specified, but it is seen as usually being 

identified with his body wall. However, exceptions' to this location at 

the body wall can be cited in the case.of individuals in early.stages of. 

development or acting under a variety.of pathological syndromes (Fisher, 

s., 1964; Fisher' and··Fisher, R., 1964). Since. the .individual's body

image corresponds·only roughly to the body wall, and since it includes a 
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number of explicit,and implicit attitqdes, it is not seen.as being cqn

sistently .related to any phy~ical characteristics of the individual. It 

is relatively stable after it haf:! become developed.and is not easily 

changeable despite changes in the physical appearance of the individual. 

(Ware, Fisher, Cleveland, 1957; Fisher, 1959). 

Although the.concept is developed in,body terms, it seem1;1 more 

clearly to be a 1:heory of·personality development rather than a theory· 

of body'development, in that the role of the body,is seen as important 

only in the way it mirrors.significant developmental experiences~ Thus, 

althot,1gh the concept·arose fre>m the study of psychosomatic individuals 

and physically ill patients; a number of hypotheses were.tested with 

patients with p~ychosomatic disorders (Fisher and Cleveland, 1960; Cleve

land and Fisher, 1960; Shipman, et al., 1964), and a number of studies 

haveconcerqed body images of the subjects directly (Fisher and Fisher, 

1964; Fisher and Mirin, 1966; Rogers and Walsh, 1959). +he later de

velopments ·in the theoriZing have served tqta~e the "body" out of body

image; at some points.·it is difficult.to distinguish between body bound

aries and ego boundaries; or between body-image and. self-concept . (Fisher 

and Cleveland, 1958, p. 367). 

Although·the theot:i,zing about the individual has left the body far 

in the. background, there also has·been .a tendency to integrate data on 

physiological reactivity to the body.-image concept . (Fisher and Cleveland, 

1958). A ra1:her elaborate theory.of physiological reactivity has been 

s1=ated by, Fish~r and ~leveland (19.57). They hypothesize that. individuEJ.ls 

with c~ear.and defini~e bqdy-image boundaries are predominately r~active 

to the .outer body layers and less reactive within the body interiors; on 

the otl1,er hand, those individuals who are ;characterized by more weak 
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terior in this theory,it1cl\1des the skin, the striate musculature, and 
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the .vascular components of these two.systems; the body interior incluc:les 

al~ of .the interior-viscer~. ·Although this division is not-one of a com

mon or eesily recognizable differentiation of the nervous system, it , 

does serve to distinguish ,roughly, between those areas .whic.h are normally. 

under voluntary:and conscious contra+, and those which are more within 

the realm.of involu~tary responses. Hence, individuals who· have more 

firm and definite body.;;.image.boundaries are capable.of responq.ing volun

tarily ,anc:l mastering a sitt,iation, whereas those of more indefinite bound

aries are.more PaEisive rec:i,.pients o~ stimulation, with their predominat 

responE,;es bein.g involuntary and_interior. There have·been a nUJllber of 

studies which have largely confirmed th.is particula,;:- hypothesis, and 

there.also .have been.a number of studies with a variety.of psycho~omati.c 

patients whichhave ste11lllled from the hypot-hesis that exci.tation is cen

tered in the body exterior for the.person with firm body boundaries and 

in the body interior·for persons wit~ weak body boundaries (Fisher and 

Cleveland~ 1958; Fisher, s., 1970). 

Aside from·the physi.cal and physiological,characte+istics of the: 

person with well developed body boundaries, there is also a personality 

cons~ellation which. F:;i.sher and Cleveland have identified with such an 

individual. This. model sees the person with well-developed bounc:laries 

as beitig "self-~teer:i,.ng"; that is, ~he,defini.teness of his bound~ries is 

preE,;umed to be directly related-to his ability to function as an inde

pendent person, with, clear and definite standards and goals.; Heap

proaches tasks- in"a forceful :manner, is not ea~ily frustrate~, and ex

presses himself through actively dealing with_ the environment in an 
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attempt. to make it conform to his ·own wishes. The person of less, clel;l,r

ly defined body. bounc;laries is seen. as possessing the opposite of thes.e. 

characteristics in that he is more passive, more easily frustrated, and 

more suggestible. Rather than attacking the environment and making it 

conform to his·· wishes, he .is more likely . to allow the environment to 

shape him and to be passive in the face of external stimulation (Nichols 

and Tursky, 1967; Fisher and Cleveland, 1958; Cleveland and Morton, 

1962). 

The concepts which have been defined above are.related principally 

to a single sc.ore-:--the Barrier score--in the Fisher and Cleveland scor"'." 

ing system. There is also a second score, the Penetration of Boundary 

score, a dimension t};lat was initially conceptua+ized as reflecting the, 

personal vulnerabilitr the .. individual might feel.. Theoretically, this 

dimension was seen as being opposite of the Barrier dimension and pre

dictably should have been highly negativ:ely correlated with the Barrier. 

dimension. ·· This ·has·· not proven to be so, and most of the research and. 

theorizing have centered upon the Barrier concept, with the Penetration 

score showing a less consistent utility in research. ·The scoring sy~tem 

of the.Barrier index may·be found in the Appendix E. 

In evaluationg the Body~image boundary ~coring system and subsequent 

research Goldstein, Stricker, and Weiner (1971; p. 186-187) have pointed 

to some.of the problems involved witq Barrier research~ Among these is 

the,fact th.1:i.t all relationships ment.ioned·above whichhave·been· investi

gated have been based on dichotomizatioI).at a.median, which has.varied 

between 3. and 6. The use· of·· t~is · high· vs. low dichotomy; as well as the 

large amount·of overlap obtain1:ad in.the research would suggest· that, 

e~cept in extreme cases, the.Barrier score.has little clinical value for 
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idiographic·decisions. Equal problems are posed for resei;trch, since the 

failure to replicate c~n often be traced to the use of varying median 

score51, resulting in the failure of the high-Barrier grotips to be con-;-

stituted of individuals-with similar scores. 

Another major problem involved in research with the body-;-image 

boundary scoring system has been the liberty.which various.investigator~ 
i 

have taken with the types of .stimQli, administration, and respon![:!e total 

employed. Rorschach and Holtzman.iplates, group and individual admiJliS-

trations, at:1d prescribed and free re51ponse totals have be·en used in the 

several validation51tudies. There has been no adequate demonstration of 

equivalence across the$evarious methods. There is a·notation in a 

dissertation by Conquest (1963) that Fisher, in a personal communica-

tion, has recommended the use. of tbe Holtzman blots rather than the 

Rorschach blots be¢ause·one.resporise per card makes.response total com"." 

pl:!,rable, under easy·- control, and allows the presentation of a wider, . ' 

range of stJmuli. The present study has followed Fisher's lead. -

Perls' Theory of Ego Boundaries 

'l'he use of the concept "Boundary'_' has not been restricteq to the 

work of Fisher and Cleveland and their associates. Perls has used 

Federn's conception of Ego-boundary as a starting point from which he 

expands. . To · Per ls (1,94.7) , · " ••• only · the boundaries, the places of con-

tact, constitute the Ego. - Only where and when the Self meets'the 

'foreign' does 1;:he Ego start functioning, come into existence, determine 

the boundary between the personal·anq impersonal 'field' (p. 143)." In 

oth~r words, the Ego and its boundary is delimited through a simultaneous 

process of identification (what the individual perceives as belonging to 
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his "Self") and alien,ation (attributes "foreign" or not belonging to the 

"Self"). 

Recent Ego-analytic Research on Aggressive Drive 

In a series·of papers (Silverman, 1965, 1966; Silverman and Gold

web~r, 1966; Silverman and Silverman, 1964, 1967; Silverman and Spiro, 

1966, 196 7), an experimental method was described for studying the .ef

fects, that the activation of drive· derivatives has on ego functioning. 

Drive-related and neutral pictorial stimuli have been presented tachis

toscopically at· a subl.iminal level; and the reaction to each have be•en 

sought immediately afterward through the. Rorschach and other measures. 

The overall finditig has·been that after presentation of drive.-relat:ed 

stimuli, various kinds of pathological reactions and defensiy.e proceues 

appeared.which wer~not·-in evidence after the neutral pictures. It,has 

be-en r~asop.ed that: the occ;urrence· of this phenome11.a was enhanced be, if· 

not dependent on, the·presentation·of the drive st:imuli in subliminal 

form. Data.from two·experiments (Silvei;man 1 and Goldweber, 1966; Silver

man, and Spiro, 1966)· support th1:s contention. · It is felt the.subliminal 

presentation creates a situationwhere.the direct discharge of the.drive 

derivatives , elicited·. ier more apt to· .be blocked, a condition which in

cr~ases the'likelihood·of a·pathological outcome (Silverman, 1965; 

Silvermc;in, Spiro, Weisberg, and ~andell, 1969). 

In one of the earlier studies (Silverman, 1966), the effects of 

aggre~sive stimuli had on th~ thinking of·schizophrenics as revealed in 

a Rors_chach t:ask· were e:icamined. The main dependent: variable under con

sideration was the amount: of pathological thinking·manifested, that is. 

thinking that-is illogical, unrealistic, and loose-:--primary process, 
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thinking. Each of 32 hospitalized patie~ts was seen on separate days 

for an exper:i.mental and control session. First, a "baseline" measure of 

the .schizophrenic's·p:ropensity for this.kind -of thinking was obt1ilined 

mu~h as it would be.in a psychodiagnastic situation. Then after sub-

liminal exposure to an aggressive stimulus on one, occas:ion and a neu-

tral stimulus on the other, another measure of pathological t4:i.riking was 

taken •. In line with what had been predi~ted, pathological thinking was 

found to increasEf significantly under. th_e aggressive condition. This 

finding was seen as consistent with theofetical formulations that have 

been offered by a number.of writers to the effect that much of the ego . . . ' 

disturbance in schizophrenia is a result of an inability to successfully·· 

cope with aggressive impulses (Bak, 1954; Cohen,1954; Hartman, 1953; 

Pious,- 1949). The more recent .studies have supported _this finding and 

further found that· regressive thinking does not occur in reaction to the 

triggering of non~aggressive libidinal impulses "(Silverman and Silverman, 

1967; Silverman, s. E., 1969) except in the case of undifferentiated 

schizophrenics who re!;!pond paradoxically to subliminal "merging" stimuli 

pathologically (Silverman, et al., 1969). 

The Ro+e of Dreams in the Resolution of Stress 

As was found in reviewing Silverman's res~arch, a conflict situa

tio~ is produced when tensions are aroused due to a presentation of 

aggressive st.imuli and no efficiemt means of dealing with the_ tendons 

are.available. In Silverman·'s case, the subjects could not deal w:i.th 

tqe stimuli because the stimuli were presented subliminally. The results 

of such stimulation lead,. to a disruption in thinking and other patho-. ' . . 

logical signs. 
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How does,one normally deal with such tensions? It has been felt 

that one,of the functions of dreams is to discharge stress. Breger et 

al. (1971) sought to test this proposed funct:ion of dreams. In this ex-

tensive study, two different sets of experimental groups were used. One 

group was ,composed of·members of ongoing encounter groups. The other 

group consisted·of individuals awaiting surgical operations. Careful 

records were kept of each .subject' s dreams~ , · The dreams were analyzed 

and scored thematically- on a manifest level. Dreams records of those in 

the ,encounter groups reflected·· that confl.icta which arose during the 

group sessions were represented in the individuals dreams. Similarly, 

te~sions,aroused, by the pre-operative situation of the j:!urgical patients 

were also expressed'in-their dreams. The findings·of this ambitious· 

study lend considerable s~pport to the contention that one of the func-

tions of ~reams is the.resolution of conflict and tension. 

The Use of Sentence Completion Techniques in 

the.Measurement of Tension Discharge 

Can this•, proce~s of discharge mentioned in the section above. take 

place on a.more.conscious level and can.such discharge be measured?. 

Breger's research (1971) demonstrated t~at one need not look beyond the 

manifest content level of drealllS to.detect the discharge of conflict-and 

tension. This suggests ~h~t measures taken on a conscious .level might 

also reflect' sucb·disc~arge~ It is felt by Rotter and others (1947, 

1949, 1950)that; the productions·from· the· Incomplete SentenceTechniq'Qe 

reflects a subject's-wishes, desires, fears, and attitudes on a conscious. 

level, · (OJ;" at least what he i!:I willing to 't>!Trite under test conditions). 

Such a conception seems analogous-to the function of dreama as described 



by Berger, et al.,. (1971). With.this formulation in mind, the present 

study used ~he incomplete sentence method to measure the discharge of 

~ostility. 
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APPENDIX B 

INCOMPLETE SENTENCE STEMS 

The following sentenc~ stems from Rotter's "Incomplete Sentences 

Blank-College Form" were used in the present study: 

1_. :i: l~}te ---------------------
3. I want to~?°-~- • 
? •.. ~ ~.-.f.~~&i~~:~~:· -------------------. 

--, .,,]!., -,~~__!;(~· _------------------------
10. People -----------------------
12. I fell -------------------------13. My ·greatest fear ------------------15, I can't ------------------------18. My nerves -----------------------20. !·suffer ----------------------21. · I failed 
23. My mind -----------------------------------------------25. I need -----------------------28, Sometimes 
31. I hate -----------------------32. I am very ----------------------33. The only trouble ------------------34. I wish -----------------------36. ! 1 s~cretly -~------------------~ 37. I , --------------------------39. My greatest worry is ------------------

In addition,.the .experimenter developed the following stems, bring-

ing th_e total number of stems to 25: 

Today 
__ ...,.. _______________________ _ 

Right now -----------------~------This· room ---------~-~~~~~~-------~~-
This experimen~ -------~-~~~~-~-~-~~--
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INsr_RUCTIONS 

Holtzman Inkqlot; Instructions 

"I'-d ,like you_to look at each _inkblot and write down what it might 

loqk like, what it might .represent, or what it could be. Sinc;:e these .. 
are only inkblots, there are no right-or.wrong answers and each blot 

looks like different things to differe~t people~ It is possible for a 

person tq see several things in each inkblot but I want you tq give only 

one.response,for each slide." 

Wechsler Instructions-for Digit-Symbol Tasks 

''Look at the.boxel\l (pointing to.the key). Notice that each has a 

number in the upper part and a mark in the lower part. Every number has 

a different mark. Now look below where the upper bqxes have .. numbers but 

the squo;1res b~neath have no marks. You are to put in each of these 

squares the, mark that should go with each number. (At my signal), you 

are to begin and fill in as many.squares as you can without skipping 

any.'' 
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APPENDIX D. 

TABLE I 

ANALYSIS .OF VARIANCE OF BARRIER SCORES 

Source Mean Square df 

Mess~ge 6.667 1 

Treatment 3. 799. 2 

Message x.Treatment 3.467 2 

Error. 2.578 54 

Planned Comparisons 

1. Task Resolution vs. · Free Resolution t 

2.4 2.9 .6266 

2. Non-Resolution vs. Task & Free Resolution t 

1.5 2.65 1.85* 

*p < .05, for unidirectional test. 

54 

F 

2.59 

1.49 

1.35 



TABLE II 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HOSTILE CONTENT 
IN INK~LOT ,RESPONSES 

Source 

Message 

Tr~atmerit. 

Message x Treatment 

Error 

Planned Compar!sons 

Nen..;Resol~tion vs. 

16.59 

*p < .os. 

Mean".Square df 

375.00 1 

97~32 2 

1~5.45 2 

76.80 54 

Task· & Free Reselut:f,on 

8.4 

**p < .05, for unidirectional data. 

t. 

2.42** 
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F 

4.88* 

1.21 

1.76 



APPENDIX E 

HOLTZMAN SCORING SYSTEM 

The name, abbreviation, brief definition, and scoring for each of 

the 22 variables of the Holtzman Inkblot Technique are given below. 

Reaction Time (RT). The time, in seconds, from the presentation of 

the inkblot to the beginning of the primary response. 

Rejection (R). Score 1 when S returns inkblot to! without.giving 

scorable re1;1ponse; ot;.herwise, score 0. 

Location (L). Tendency to break down blot into smaller fragment;.s. 

Score O for use of whole blot, 1 for large area, and 2 for smaller area. 

Space (S). Score 1 for true figure-ground reversals; otherwise 

score.a. 

Form Definiteness (FD). The difiniteness of the form of the con-:

cept reported, regardless of the goociness of fit to .the inkblot. A. 

five- point scale with O for very vague to 4 for highly specific. 

Form Appropriateness (FA). The goodness of fit of the form of the 

percept to the form·of the inkblot. Score,0 for poor, 1 for fair, and 2 

for good. 

Color (C). The apparent primacy of color as a response-determinant. 

Score O for no use of color. 1 for use secondary to form, 2 when used 

as primary determinant but some form present, and 3 when used as a pri

mary. determinant· with no form present. 
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Shading (Sh). The apparent primacy of shading as a response-de

terminanF~ Score O for no use of shading, l.when used in second~ry man

ner, and 2 when used as primary:detepnipant with little or I!,O for~ 

present. 

Movement (M). The, energy level of movement or potential move~ent .. 

ascribed to the percept, regardless of content. Score,O for none, 1 for 

static potent;ial, 2 for casual, 3 for dynamic, .and 4 for violent mo~e

ment. 

Pathqgnomic Verbalization (V). Degree· of autistic, bizarre think

ing evi4ent in the res1>,onse as.rated on a.five'"".point sc~le. 

Integrat:(.on (I). Scqre 1 for th~ organization of .. two or more ade"." 

quately.perceived blot elements into a lar.ger.whole; otherwise, score O. 

Human. (H). Degree o'£ human quality in the content of respoI!,se. 

Score O for none; 1 f o.r parts of htimans, disto,rtions, carto.ons ;. an.d 2 

for who·le ~uman beings of elaborated human faces. 

Anatomy (At). Degree of "gutlike" quality in the content. Score.a 

for none; 1 for bones, X"."rays, or .medical drawings; .and 2 for visceral 

and crude anatomy~ 

Sex (Sx). Degree of sexual q!Jality in the.content. Score O for no 

sexual reference; 1 for social,.ly accepted sexual activity or expressions 

(butto~ks, bust, kissirig);ancl 2 for blatant.sexu~l content (penis, 

vagillB.) •. 

Abstract· (ab). Degree of abstr~ct quality il).,the content. Score.a 

for none; 1 fo-r abstract elements along with other elemeI1,ts having form; 

and, 2 for purely ~bstract content (bright colors remind me of gaiety). 

Anxiety. (Ax). Signs of anxiety in the fantasy content as indicated •. 

by emqtiops 'and atUtud~s; expressive behavior, s~bolism, or cultural 
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stereotypes of fear.· Score O for none; 1 for questionable or inqirect 

signs; and 2 for overt.or clearcut evidence. 

Hostility (Hs). Si~ns of hostility in.t~e fantasy content. 

Scored on a four ... point scale.ranging from 0.for none to 3 for direct, 

violent, interpersonal destruction. 

Barrier (Br). Score 1 for refe,rence to any protective covering, 

membrane, shell, or s~in that might.be symbolically related to the per-.. 

c~ption of body-:-itriage ·boundaries •. 

Penetration. (Pn). Score 1 fo:t;' concepts which might be symbolic of 

an iri.di,vidual 's feeling that his· body, exterior is of little protective. 

valu~ and can be easily penetrated. 
• 

Balanc~ (B). Score 1 for inst~nc~s·where there.is overt concern 

for the symmetry-:asympietry feature of the inkblot; otherwise score. O. · 

Fopular (~). Each form contains 25 inkblots in which one or more 
Ir t , , 

popular per,cepts occur. To be.classifiec;i as'.popular in the s~anqardiza-

tion studies, a percept had to. occur at .least 14% of the time among nor-

mal subjects. Score 1 for popular cor~ concepts as listed in the .scor~ 

ing manual; otherwise score O. 
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